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Feedback on Health & Safety

I am concerned about the 
face-to-face instruction due to health 

guidelines.

While I continue to be thankful for all 
that EPHS and the entire school 
district are doing during remote 

learning 2.0, I think it is imperative to 
our students social emotional, 

academic and physical health that 
they get back into to school as soon 

as possible. 

Some students are isolated, 
disconnected, and frustrated with 

remote learning.
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Feedback on Technology

Sometimes I have problems with the 
internet since there are other 
chromebooks in my house, the 

internet gets slow and sometimes 
they can't connect.

I think the chromebook works well! 
She doesn't have any issues with the 
technology. We have AT&T high speed 
internet and sometimes with both of 
us being on it can lag or kick us off 

but usually reconnects quickly.

System has frozen a few times and 
logged him and others out of classes 

spontaneously.
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Feedback on Schedule

I think there is a good balance in the 
time my daughter spends for each 

class.

Teachers and staff are doing a 
wonderful job.

My son is struggling to remain 
engaged and is struggling with the 

amount of homework, particularly AP 
classes.
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Feedback on Communication

Teachers are always available if 
asked but my kids don’t ask because 

they are embarrassed, tired, or not 
interested.

EPHS has been very helpful. Teachers 
and staff are great! I want the school 
to wait until the Covid virus is under 

control before in-person learning 
begins. Thank you!

Overall EPHS is doing a good job. I do 
think that there’s a lot of homework 

at times but I feel that wouldn’t 
change if they were not in remote 

learning.
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